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ABSTRACT 

There are thousands of piano majors who are graduating every year from music 

schools throughout the worid. What will future generations of pianists need in order to 

(1) survive in a highly competitive professional arena, and (2) recapture the interest of the 

concert going audiences of our times? Pianists immersed in artistic interdisciplinarity 

may discover new perspectives in pedagogy and performance not typically found 

in traditional approaches to education. These perspectives may develop and create new 

and unique areas for professional development. 

This dissertation designed and delivered a pilot course that explored the use of 

selected interdisciplinary activities from music, theatre, visual, and kinesthetic arts to 

enhance pianistic artistry. By exploring interrelationships among these arts, students 

gained new insight into structural and interpretive elements of their music. 

Course participants had the opportunity to experience relationships between their: 

(1) body movements and those involved in piano plajdng, (2) emotions and those present 

in their music, (3) imagination and its uses in making pertinent interpretive choices, 

and (4) ideas of sound and the actual sounds made during their performances. 

The course provided significant and observable changes in certain students that show 

evidence of the effectiveness of some of the activities in enhancing various aspects of 

artistry at the piano. These resuhs may prompt further study in interdisciplinarity that 

can provide greater proof of its unique value in the development of artistry at the piano. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

At the core of this project lies the concept of interdisciplinarity. It is a term 

that is often used but which may have different connotations. Other terms such as 

muhidisciplinary, cross-disciplinary, trans-disciplinary, pluri-disciplinary, among others, 

often substitute for interdisciplinarity. For the purpose of this project, the term 

interdisciplinarity will be used in the sense of a crafted merger of related disciplines that 

can create an environment for a broader understanding of disciplinary dimensions. This 

merger is best described by Lisa R. Lattuca as: "in true interdisciplinary projects, a 

concatenation of disciplinary perspectives is replaced by integration of those 

perspectives."' 

It is possible to find traces of interdisciplinarity in art as far back as the Greeks. 

Dramatic works, for example, would be written, directed, and performed integrating 

music, drama, and spectacle into a unified theatrical production. The intention of the 

proposed course is to apply interdisciplinarity to the enhancement of pianistic artistry. It 

springs from the writer's experiences and belief in the value of artistic interdisciplinarity, 

from the earliest ages through adulthood. 

Studies such as those presented in Simonton's Origins of Genius show that geniuses 

have often had a predilection for interdisciplinarity. "According to the accumulated 

literature, creative geniuses are open to diverse experiences, display exceptional tolerance 

' Lisa R. Lattuca, Creating Interdisciplinaritv: Interdisciplinary Research and Teaching Among College 
and University Faculty (Nashville: Vanderbilt University Press, 2001), 11. 



of ambiguity, seek out complexity and novelty, and can engage in defocused attention. 

They display a wide range of interests, including interests that extend beyond their 

immediate domain of creative activity."^ Simonton presents interdisciplinarity as one of 

the determining factors in the creative output of great minds. 

The proposed interdisciplinary course is intended as a basic model, fiirther 

development can transform it into a fiiU-fledged college or university course. 

Objective 

The purpose of this project is to design, deliver, and evaluate a new interdisciplinary 

pilot course. The course seeks to enhance significantly the interpretive artistry of 

collegiate piano majors by using selected activities from the visual, kinesthetic, and 

theatrical arts. 

Students may be at undergraduate or graduate levels. It is hoped that their music 

interpretation will deepen through direct exposure to the visual arts, theatre, and 

kinesthetics A given piece of music, for example, will be studied, analyzed, and 

interpreted through activities that use images (drawings, photography, video), movement 

(expressive, inexpressive, choreographed, improvised, rhythmic, and a-rhythmic) or text 

(narrative, poetry, drama). Likewise, students will improvise/write music themselves as a 

way of interpreting pre-existing texts, images, and physical movements. 

By exploring these interrelationships, students will gain insight into structural and 

interpretive elements of their music that may escape the boundaries of traditional 

^ Dean Keith Simonton, Origins of Genius: Darwinian Perspectives on Creativity (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1999), 87. 



approaches to artistry at the piano. The tools and experiences gained throughout the 

course are expected to give students the opportunity to grow as educators, 

communicators, and performing artists. 

Justification 

Thousands of piano majors graduate every year from hundreds of music 

schools. There seems to exist in our present time, however, greater apathy than 

heretofore on the part of audiences about attending piano recitals. In an article by 

Stephen Johnson of The Guardian newspaper we find: 

The concert hall is in crisis. The warning voices grow ever more urgent. The live 
musical experience - musicians playing to audiences in buildings designed solely 
for that purpose - could soon be a thing of the past. Already it is beginning to look 
like a relic of another age,,, In a culture that often seems - in the words of Oscar 
Wilde - to know "the price of everything and the value of nothing," the live 
musical experience can remind us that there's more to life than getting and 
spending," 

Pianist and author Charles Rosen, while discussing the nature and curtent state of 

classical music concerts, says with respect to successfial performances: 

The success of a public performance does not depend on the nature of the pubUc, 
In private the approval of the connoisseur may have more weight than that of the 
layman; in public, the ignorant music lover is equal to the expert, A performance 
that does not please both professionals and laymen is incomplete and has at least 
partially failed; the best interpretation convinces everyone, even those to whose 
taste it may be antipathetic. Compelling and unwdlling admiration of those 
musicians and amateurs who have a different perception of the work or style is the 
greatest triumph... The success may be properly determined by the intensity of the 
attention of the listeners.'* 

^ Stephen Johnson, Larger than Live (The Guardian [Friday January 19, 2001]), 

" Charles Rosen, Piano Notes: The World of the Pianist (New York: The Free Press, 2002), 126-27. 



What will future generations of pianists need in order to (1) survive in a highly 

competitive professional arena, and (2) recapture the interest of concert-goers? 

In some traditional lessons, learning takes place primarily in a unilateral fashion, i.e. at 

the piano and through music itself; but by exploring artistry at the piano in an 

interdisciplinary fashion as proposed through this course, pianists can (1) enhance their 

artistic performances to a level that may be unattainable by traditional means, and (2) 

open the possibility of exploring new performance genres that integrate the arts (music 

and dance, music and theatre, music and visual arts, among others). These two aspects 

combined may contribute to reviving the spirit of people attending concerts. 

Additionally, potential piano teachers can gain valuable pedagogical insight and materials 

that can benefit the education of their future students. 

Admittedly, if inter-arts courses such as the proposed one were to become more 

widespread, piano teachers would need some special training. It is not necessary that 

pianists become proficient in every artistic field, but it is imperative that fiiture educators 

have access to tools, activities, strategies, and materials from the different arts that will 

allow them to create effective links among them. They may even decide to bring in guest 

teachers from time to time. 

It is important not to forget that the goal is artistry at the piano; but there are certainly 

many different ways to reach that goal. Piano teachers interested in enriching their work 

through inter-arts activities may be content with a basic level of manipulation of different 

elements of the arts, or may opt to pursue more intense training in different arts. As new 



generations are formed in interdisciplinary contexts such as this, though, perhaps the 

momentum will grow and musicians will want to go ever deeper into interdisciplinarity. 

Many of the activities and ideas used in the course were adapted from and/or inspired 

by those found in different extant sources. The contribution made by this study, 

however, springs from its unique fiision of the arts with pianistic interpretation and 

performance. 

After searching several dissertation indexes (Worldcat, Eric, Dissertation Abstracts, 

Rilm, and Music Index), I have found no existing dissertation that encompasses the 

interdisciplinary nature of the proposed project. A perusal of piano curricula of many 

conservatories and music schools has also yielded no examples of similar courses being 

offered. This provides a greater reason for undertaking the proposed study in the hopes 

of finding significant contributions for the development of piano pedagogy and 

performance. 

Methodology 

The design of this interdisciplinary course is the result of the adaptation of selected 

activities and ideas emerging from various sources. For example, during the second class 

students were engaged in an acting activity adapted from one used by Peter Lobdell, 

Lobdell's exercise focuses exclusively on acting. In order to use this exercise to enhance 

artistry at the piano, it was necessary to make pertinent adjustments and additions. A 

^ David Krasner, editor, Method Acting Reconsidered: Theory. Practice. Future (New York: St. Martin's 
Press, 2000), 182. 



discussion of the relationship between the activities used and the source or sources from 

which they were inspired will be found in Chapter II. 

Since this was a pilot course, all students participated on a voluntary basis and 

therefore received no academic grade; however, a hypothetical grading structure was 

established in order to ensure a successfiil completion of the course's objectives. 

Course Requirements and Grading 

Below is a list of the essential student requisites of the pilot course along with an 

explanation of grading and evaluation criteria. 

- The course met once a week for fifty minutes. 

- No required text. Any assigned readings or materials used were provided by the 

instructor. 

- Only piano majors or principals (music majors other than pianists with piano as 

their secondary instrument of study) were enrolled. Knowledge of any of the 

other arts was not required (visual, theatre, and kinesthetic). 

- A limited to 15 students total was set (5 minimum). 

- Loose clothing was preferred for movement activities. Any physical disabilities 

were immediately disclosed to the instructor in order to make necessary 

adjustments to certain activities. 

Hypothetical Grading: (None of the following structural aspects was actually 

graded. These divisions were made for the purpose of giving a more academic 

form to the course and to let students know what was expected of them) (1) 

Class attendance: Since the course is based on hands-on experience, it was 



imperative that all students participated in every session. (2) In-class activities: In 

every class, students engaged in various participatory activities, (3) Final project: 

By the second week of classes each student selected a complete piano piece or 

complete movement of a piano piece that was performed as part of their semester 

jury examination. This work underwent a process of music interpretation 

applying all the tools and strategies learned. Periodical presentations of different 

sections of the work were made throughout the semester and a final performance 

of the complete work was held during the last two weeks of classes. 

Description of Inter-arts Activities 

The Kinesthetic Approach^ 

It was anticipated that most students would probably show a willingness to participate 

in all the movement-based activities. There might be a few, however, who would show 

some resistance to engaging in physical movement. The proposed approach to 

overcoming this resistance was that of using everyday physical movements and gradually 

transitioning into more elaborate and practiced forms of movement. 

There are two broad categories of movement used throughout the course that are 

necessary to distinguish: 

- Movement for Movement's sake: This kind of movement involves the 

physiological aspects of motion. It creates an awareness of the different muscles 

in the body (a new awareness for many people) and of the wide range of motion 

^ The term kinesthetic will be used in relation to any kind of body movements. For the most part, 
however, this term will denote movements containing a certain degree of aesthetic value. 



possible for an average healthy body (unfamiliar movements that may require 

practice), 

- Expressive Movement: This signifies movement that represents and 

communicates some kind of event or emotion. As students explore their 

physiological potential they may develop more freedom in expressive movement. 

Likewise, through expressive movement, students may discover new aspects of 

their physiology. 

Types of Activities Involving Physical Movement, Although many of the activities 

designed in the course involve some type of body movement, there were only a few that 

were specifically focused on the use of movement for interpretive purposes. 

- A five-minute body warm-up was initially planned to prevent injuries and 

heighten body awareness. Due to the limitations of time, this was not possible. 

For this reason, movement activities were (for the most part) kept at a very basic 

level of performance. 

- Rhythmic movements were designed to develop coordination by translating 

various musical elements (melody, harmony, and form) into kinesthetics. In 

addition, through such embodiment, a deeper understanding of various musical 

aspects was attained. This was the central pedagogical insight of Emile Jaques-

Dalcroze. 

- Choreographed movements were designed to represent^ pre-existing music, 

images, or texts. 

^ It is important to clarify the use of the concept of representation. In this work, representation will be 
used to signify (depending on the specific context) the relationships, associations, Unks, or parallel 
structures of music with other arts. 



- Improvised movements were created where the body is free to react in any way to 

specific aural, visual, or intellectual stimuli. 

The Theatrical Approach 

It is not uncommon to encounter pianists with a high level of technical ability who 

have difficulty in expressing ideas and emotions underlying the music. By exploring 

different dramatic elements (acting, story writing as a preliminary stage prior to 

playwriting, improvisation) students were brought into contact with emotional and 

psychological states . This connection to the psyche was designed to open their musical 

expression. 

Types of Activities Involving Theatre. In response to pre-existing music, physical 

movements, or images, students were asked to: 

- Write down in descriptive language the emotions that emerge. 

Use gesture. 

- Write short stories (as a literary exercise developed prior to the writing of short 

scenes). 

- Write short scenes. 

- Improvise in order to express freely through gestures, sounds, and words the 

emotions emerging. 

* This statement is presented under the assumption that a great part of what is involved in piano 
interpretation is intimately related to the ability to connect with and express emotions. 



The Visual Arts Approach 

With the development of most mass media, it seems that the understanding of 

the worid is greatly determined by the visual experience. By using drawings, 

photography, and video to explore the music, students were offered a unique means of 

freeing their expression at the keyboard. 

Types of Activities Involving Visual Arts. In response to pre-existing music, text, or 

physical movements students were asked to: 

- Make simple drawings (realistic or abstract) in different media (pencil, crayons, 

watercolors, etc) that represent the emotions and/or events at hand. 

- Make complex drawings that represent the emotions and/or events. These may be 

created following a cartoon model. 

- Take photographs, in or out of the classroom, 

- Record a short video, 

- Improvise in order to create freely-expressed drawings, photographs, or video 

recordings. 

Responding to Arts Stimuli by Creating New Music 

These activities approach interdisciplinarity differently. Instead of creating specific 

images, texts, or movements, students created original musical composhions. 

Types of Activities Involving Music Composition In response to pre-existing images, 

texts, and physical movements students were asked to: 

- Compose sounds; 

- Compose short, simple pieces; 

10 



- Compose short, complex pieces; 

Improvise with free pla5dng. 

Course Assessment 

The course's effectiveness was assessed in various ways: 

- All class sessions were videotaped I have viewed the videotapes and notated 

(Chapter III) all observable changes and responses of the students, 

- At the end of the semester, a written evaluation was given to students, in order to 

identify strengths and weaknesses of the course from their point of view 

(Appendix A), 

- Dissertation Committee Observations: The dissertation committee had the 

opportunity to observe video-taped excerpts of different class sessions and 

comment on various aspects of the course (Appendix B). 

11 



CHAPTER II 

OVERVIEW OF ARTS RESOURCES 

The sources used pertain to the disciplines of philosophy, music, theatre, visual art, 

dance, and other movement-related approaches. All of the activities emerging from these 

extant resources have been adapted by the author for their use in the enhancement of 

pianistic artistry. Below is a description of how, from individual disciplines, ideas and/or 

activities were transformed into the interdisciplinary activities used throughout the 

course. 

Interdisciplinary Uses of Expressive Activities in Movement 

Although some colleges and universities have incorporated different movement-based 

courses for access to music students (i.e., movement for actors, Alexander technique, 

creative movement), it is diflHcult to find institutions that use movement as a primary 

source for learning in disciplines that are not based on movement. For the performing 

pianist the succession of physical movements involved in music making is directly linked 

to expressive quality and technical solidity. Regarding pianists' movements, pedagogue 

Seymour Fink says: "Movement and meaning are so closely related to each other that the 

specific character of the gesture is itself part of the message conveyed. For example, 

musical continuity demands physical continuity, it being virtually impossible to express a 

quiet, flowing line with either constricted or overly energetic movements;"^ but, even 

though there may be teachers who have an understanding of the significance of the study 

' Seymour Fink, Mastering Piano Technique: A Guide for Students. Teachers, and Performers (Portland: 
Amadeus Press, 1992), 11, 

12 



and use of movement, there are still many pianists and teachers who don't incorporate 

kinesthetics when performing or during the learning process. This absence of kinesthetic 

study at the collegiate and professional levels may be due to a kinesthetic resistance 

found in educators at the elementary levels. Susan Griss, educator, has experienced first 

hand this resistance: "As teachers, we actually become role models for limiting 

kinesthetic development. We are willing to ignore, resist, and in some cases even 

condemn this natural, vital language for leaming,"̂ *^ If the significance and exploration of 

expressive movements (both at and away from the piano) is not addressed by piano 

teachers, students may be limited in their development of a kinesthetic awareness and 

control that could enhance their artistry at the piano. 

The expressive activities in movement used throughout the course have been designed 

in an attempt to give different (but complementary) perspectives to various aspects of 

piano study and performance from the more traditional ones. Below is a general 

description of how the different expressive movement activities used were conceived and 

applied. A more specific description of each activity will be presented in Chapter Three. 

Sensory Memory in the Work of Peter Lobdell 

During the second class period of the piano course, a series of movement exercises 

was given to students with the aim of exploring the use of imagination in the interpretive 

process. These movement exercises were inspired by ideas of the actor and educator 

Peter Lobdell. 

'° Susan Griss, Minds in Motion: A Kinesthetic Approach to Teaching Elementary Curriculum 
(Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1998), 11, 

13 



Peter Lobdell is a Senior Resident Artist and Chair of the Department of Theatre and 

Dance at Amherst College. He has directed movement for Broadway companies and has 

created and performed more than fifty works for movement theatre. In his article 

"Practicing the Paradox: Addressing the Creative State", Lobdell discusses the use 

of sensory memory in method acting. "Sensory work invites actors into the essential 

paradox of acting by asking them to re-create the sensations of an imaginative condition, 

or if—ior example, //you are walking in the rain. Actors know that they are dry, but they 

work to create the specific and particular sensations of rain,"'̂  The purpose of Lobdell's 

exercise is to deepen the actors' concentration by inhabiting the sensory experience, 

"The sensory work is metaphoric and connects actors to the character's experiences and 

particular behaviors,"'̂  For actors, this exercise is directly linked to the characters for 

which they are preparing. 

While Lobdell was concerned with helping actors to internalize and to avoid 

"indicating" the experience (using exaggerated body movements), the concern in the 

piano course was, in fact, the opposite. Here, the intent was to have students expand 

beyond the (sometimes) confined physical realm of piano performance. In other words, 

they were encouraged to use their entire bodies as vehicles of expression. With a few 

guidelines, students were invited to explore movements freely using their "sensory 

memory" as the only source of motivation. There was no set standard expected of the 

" Krasner, 182, 

^^Ibid., 183, 

14 



quality and/or expressiveness in the student's movements. Observations of the student's 

body movements were, nevertheless, recorded. 

Seymour Bernstein's Keyboard Choreoeraphv and Anne Dennis's 
Physical Confidence for Actors 

During the fifth class period, students experienced various choreographed body 

movements. These movements were designed in relation to the specific physical 

gestures one makes at the piano. The purpose of these activities was to have students 

step away from the keyboard in order to discover significant characteristics of their 

general body movements that may enhance and/or interfere with their piano performance. 

The movement activities during this session were inspired by the ideas of pianist and 

pedagogue Seymom- Bernstein, combined with actor Anne Dennis's insights into the 

physical training of actors. 

The harmonious flow of movements between hands is necessary for the 

expressiveness of music. Seymour Bernstein has studied extensively the complexity of 

hand movements at the keyboard. From among his many ideas, that of "tracing" hand 

movements was of particular interest for the design of the movement activities in the 

piano course. "The fact is, tracing your hands in various gestures across the keyboard 

creates a choreography all of its OAvn. In other words, interpreting slurs, staccatos, and 

rests, to mention only three notational signs, requires various combinations of vertical, 

horizontal, and rotational movements—movements which connect you to your instrument 

and to the music as well. The accumulation of all these movements during the 

15 



performance of a single composition results in a veritable ballet of fingers, wrists, arms, 

and torso—a keyboard dance if you will,"^^ 

Tracing hand and finger movements, as Bernstein suggests, can be an involved task. 

For this reason the choreographed movements we used, initially, traced large and simple 

body movements before addressing the smaller and more complex ones. It was 

imperative that movement and meaning be inseparable in every activity. That is, no 

movement was to be engaged in unless some kind of motivation was initiating it. 

The instructor initially showed several choreographed movements and asked students 

to interpret their meaning. Then, the class was divided into two groups. One group 

was given a choreography to perform while the other group interpreted the movements. 

The roles were then reversed. Each group was then given a different rhythmic pattern to 

which they were to create a simple choreography on their own. These two patterns 

corresponded to the right and left hand rhythmic patterns of the first few measures of a 

piano work,̂ "* Students would, consequently, experience with their entire bodies what 

each hand would do at the piano. Finally, right and left hand patterns were paired and 

students were asked to adjust their body movements in order to create a blended version 

that would represent both patterns as a whole. With this final exercise a direct connection 

was established between general body movements and those used at the piano. 

Another aspect we addressed through these activities was that of identifying the 

student's general comfort or discomfort with physical movements. A general discomfort 

" Seymour Bernstein, 20 Lessons in Keyboard Choreography: The Basics of Physical Movements at the 
Piano (Milwaukee: Hal Leonard, 1991), xiii. 

''' F. Kuhlau's opening four measures of his Sonatina in C major Op. 55 No. 3. 

16 



with physical activity may reflect the student's level of physical freedom at the 

keyboard. Concerns about physical comfort or discomfort in movement relate directly to 

the concept of "articulate body" as used by Anne Dennis. 

Due to the nature of acting, student actors are perhaps more keen to the perception of 

body movement than music students. Anne Dennis states in her book The Articulate 

Body how essential it is that actors attain physical confidence for a successful 

appropriation of a character or a dramatic moment. "Everything the actor does is seen 

and interpreted. Physicality is central to the actor's expression: in silence or voice, in 

motion or stillness. The actor's instrument, the body, must be well-tuned and able to 

reflect all the internal and external influences of the dramatic moment. There is simply 

no place for physical muttering or meandering; no room for haphazard movement, made 

in hopes that the audience will be able to second guess the meaning of the moment."^' 

Pianists often disregard the value of attaining an articulate body. It may well be that 

much of the "muttering" and "haphazard" movements found in many pianists is a resuk 

of general physical inarticulateness. The activities in the pilot course attempted to create 

an awareness in students of the fact that general body movements are related to specific 

movements at the keyboard and that an articulate body may, therefore, be a better vehicle 

for their artistry. 

" Anne Dennis, The Articulate Body: The Physical Training of the Actor (New York: Drama Book 
Pubhshers, 1995), 17-18. 

17 



Catherine David's Beauty of Gesture and David Zindler's 
Moving Poetry 

During the final class session, students were exposed to another movement-based 

exercise. In this instance, the instructor performed a short choreographed movement 

while a student simultaneously created a vocal accompaniment for the movement. The 

vocal sounds had to express, or relate in some way to, the movements performed. The 

rest of the class had to observe the relationship/s existing between sounds and 

movements. This exercise was partially inspired by ideas from the French journalist 

Catherine David and by an acting exercise by David Zindler. In her book The Beauty of 

Gesture. David describes her relationship with the piano and the practice of T'ai Chi. 

'Trom the pianist's perspective, we can say neither that the music is the aim of the 

gesture, nor the reverse. Sound and gesture are contemporary, identical, 

undistinguishable,"^^ Later on she says, "... the internal reality of a gesture is not always 

visible, but it necessarily coincides with the demands of music—if there is music!" 

What David seems to be saying is that, if a pianist desires to perform artistically, there 

must be an absolute integration of that which is being communicated with the movements 

that produce the actual sounds. "If the physical sensation is right, the music will be 

beautiful. This is a fact, and a great mystery. When the touch is accurate, discordances 

resolve, angles are rounded, the impossible becomes possible, Opposites unite: motion 

1 R 

and purpose, mind and body, gesture and instrument," 

'* Catherine David, The Beauty of Gesture: The Invisible Keyboard of Piano and T'ai Chi (Berkeley: 
North Atlantic Books, 1996), 13. 

'̂  Ibid., 42. 

'* Ibid., 96. 

18 



The movement exercise in the piano course had students focus only on sounds that 

were motivated by movements. When students focused only on producing sound, and 

not the corresponding movement, they had a better opportunity to benefit from the 

exercise without being overwhelmed by the complexity of dealing with sound and 

movement simuhaneously. In previous exercises the focus of attention was given to 

movements, while in this exercise the focus shifted to sounds. The purpose of this 

exercise was to deepen the awareness of the relationship between sounds and movements 

in general, and in piano performance specifically. 

In his book Body-Voice-Imagination. Zindler describes an exercise for actor training 

that uses sound and movement. Here, actors are to choose a short poem and create a 

movement to represent it. As they are performing the movements, they are only allowed 

to emit sounds (not words) associated with the poem's words and movements. With this 

exercise Zindler attempts to take actors to the core of the emotional content of a text: 

Language is a multileveled sign system with an extensive range of metaphoric, 
emotional, psychological, and historical baggage firmly attached. Our own speech 
patterns and verbal associations are imprinted onto our mental circuits from 
childhood, and as a result turn into habits that are extremely difficult to break,.. 
The idea is to find ways of breaking down our habits of language by breaking 
down words into their component parts—syllables and phonemes—so that we can 
use language not only as a lexical tool that addresses meaning, but also as a highly 
evocative sound tool that affects our imagination and sensibilities through its many 
different aural effects.'^ 

In the pilot course, sounds were created not in relation to a text but in relation to an 

emotionally charged movement pattern. It was important to create an awareness in 

'* David Zindler, Body— V̂oice— Îmagination: A Training for the Actor (New York: A Theatre Arts 
Book, 2002), 230, 
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students of how their sounds were being perceived by an audience. The vocal sounds 

would, it was hoped, free students from the "attached sign system" of musical language 

and take them closer to their emotions. 

Interdisciplinary Uses of Expressive Activities in Dramatics 

It may well be that one of the reasons for the current apathy of concertgoers is due to 

the fact that performers don't always communicate effectively with their audiences. 

Audiences are interested in engaging in an experience that will take them out of their 

everyday lives. In relation to this, theatre director Michael Shurtleff says. 

Actors are also unaccountably fond of reducing all dramatic possibilities to the 
most Everyday Realities. They take a situation fraught with the potential for 
tension and iron it out until it is flat. Flat and controllable. They present this to 
you as the Truth, as Reality; then they wonder why it is of no interest to anyone. A 
tiny dust mote of real life, no more important than something swept under a bed. 
The truth is not enough for a play unless it is invested with sufficient emotion to 
make it important,^° 

Musical language can be very difficult to interpret and convey in a way that will offer 

something unique to the spectator. For this reason, it may be effective to develop 

expressiveness in music through other more tangible means such as those found in 

theatre. Theatre is usually founded on spoken language, something with which we are 

intimately famihar in our everyday life. Engaging in theatrical activities may reduce 

some of the obstacles that could be hindering with the expressiveness of emotional states. 

If expressiveness can be developed through theatrical means, we may be able to transfer 

these communicative elements into musical performance. What follows is a general 

°̂ Michael Shurtleff, Audition: Everything an Actor Needs to Know to Get the Part (New York: Walker 
and Company, 1978), 67, 
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description of how some of the expressive activities in dramatics in the pilot course were 

inspired and used. A more specific description of each activity will be presented in 

Chapter III. 

Eric Morris on Imaging 

The second class period offered a series of exercises based on using the imagination. 

Students were initially asked to hsten to a musical excerpt and write down whatever came 

to their minds. Then they were asked to move freely while imagining they were under the 

rain. After this, they were asked to move as they listened to a dramatic text read by the 

instructor. Then they listened to pre-recorded nature sounds and were asked to move and 

imagine a scenario motivated by the sounds. Finally, they were asked to imagine a 

scenario for a passage of a piano work they were studying at the time. 

One of the purposes of these exercises was to observe the ability of students to use 

their imagination and discover how it could enhance the interpretive process. This stems 

from the author's belief that imagination can be an invaluable tool in musical 

interpretation. Although we may use our imagination on a daily basis, it may not be so 

clear how it can become a part of the interpretive process. In his book Acting. Imaging 

and the Unconscious. Eric Morris offers an extensive discussion of imagination and its 

uses for the actor: "We do a lot of things automatically and wdthout plan, purpose, or 

design, and that is fine except when we need to repeat a process specifically; then we find 

that our intuition and the less-than-conscious way in which we have been doing things are 

not specifically available to us in a way we can count on," 

'̂ Eric Morris, Acting. Imaging and the Unconscious (Los Angeles: Ermor Enterprises, 1998), 19. 
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If we consider, as Morris does, that imagination can be developed through a process, 

then it may follow that in order to use imagination for interpretive purposes we may need 

to develop our imaginative abilities. In the piano course, students were given various 

exercises that stimulated their imagination in different ways. It was hoped that after 

approaching imagination in these different ways, students would be able to apply it more 

effectively in musical interpretation. 

Morris describes several imaging techniques.^^ Among these, fragmented, guided, 

and fantasy imaging were used in the piano course. Fragmented imaging is done 

completely by design. It involves evoking short images connected to or discoimected 

from each other. Piano students applied this technique during the first exercise when 

they were listening to a musical excerpt. Guided imaging involves one person leading or 

facilitating the other through a complete experience. Students used this technique as they 

moved freely while the instructor read a dramatic text. Fantasy imaging involves using 

images that are not based on real life, but emerge directly from the imagination. Students 

used this technique, at least partially, during all the exercises previously described. 

Pam Prince Walker. Barbara M, Britsch. and Amy Dennison-Tansey 
on Story Writing 

From the sixth to the tenth class periods students participated in the most extensive 

activity of the entire course. The objective of this exercise was to have students create a 

story that directly corresponded to the music of a complete piano work (or movement of a 

work) they were studying at the time. It is important to note that students had been asked 

Ibid, 39-82. 
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to choose the piano piece at the beginning of the course and had been continuously using 

it to apply the different ideas learned from the activities completed up to this point. 

Although many of the exercises were related to story making, it was only at this 

particular moment that the students created a complete and structured story for their 

music. Students were not expected to have any expertise in story telling or writing. The 

way they were to structure their stories was inspired by ideas on story writing for children 

put forth by Pam Prince Walker, Barbara M. Britsch, and Amy Dennison-Tansey. 

Because these ideas were for use by children, they were presented in the most 

ftmdamental and simple way. 

Perhaps one of the greatest difficulties in designing this exercise was to give students 

specific guidelines to create their stories while at the same time allowing them sufficient 

freedom to use their creative potential. In her book Bringing in the Arts. Pam P. Walker 

recalls an experience of teaching a particular child to write stories that was reminiscent of 

the difficulty I was experiencing when designing the story exercise for the pilot course. 

On the first day of writing, a brand new little girl marched toward me down 
the aisle, using her chin for a leading center. Neat, clean, sophisticated, 
beautiful, nine years old. 

"My name is Nance, " she stated. '"Not Nancy—Nance." She tossed her 
ponytail. 
It did a flip. 
"All right," I said. "What's up?" 
"I have something to ask you," she said, "but you won't like it." 
I tried to smile and warm things up. "What's that?" 
"I want to write a story." 
'Tine," I said. "That's what we're here for," 
"No, you don't understand," she said, "I want to write my own—i\oX yours" 
"That's what it's all about," I murmured. 
"Then you'll leave me alone?" 
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"Of course," 
"All alone?" 
"Absolutely." I tried not to go on guard 
"I intend," said Nance in perfect diction, talking as one professional to another, 
"to sit there in the corner and just write. I don't want any help from you. This 
story is my own idea. I can't do it if you interrupt." 
"All right, I won't." 
"Oh, you'll probably try to teach me, anyway," she sighed. 
I reached out to take her hand. "All right, I promise not to, if you'll do one 
thing." 
"What's that?" She drew away her hand. 
"At the beginning of each class we have a talk. Just to toss around ideas." 
"I don't want their ideas," said Nance. 
"All I ask is that you pay attention. Listen to those ideas every time. Then I'll 
let you go your way," 
"You won't look over my shoulder?" 
"Not unless you want me to," 
"You won't make me put down words?" 
"No," 
She paused. This was weighty, I could tell, Nance wasn't one to compromise a 
principle. She had to think. Finally, she thrust out her hand. We shook. 

Many lessons later, when our story endings were complete, she let me see 
what she had written. In the meantime, each period was the same. Politely, 
Nance Ustened to all of our ideas at the beginning. Then she went to the comer 
to write her own story in her own way.̂ ^ 

After reading this passage, I realized that the role I was to take in the story exercise of 

the pilot course was not of a teacher but of a mediator. I would simply outline the 

different points I considered essential for the stories and then set the students free to 

create their avm stories As with Walker, every class we would meet and toss ideas 

about the different stories. 

The structure used for the stories in the pilot course was inspired by ideas presented by 

Barbara M. Birtsch and Amy Dennison-Tansey. In the beginning of their book Music 

^̂  Pam Prince Walker, Bringing in the Arts: Lessons in Dramatics. Art, and Story Writing for 
Elementary and Middle School Classrooms (Portsmouth: Heinemann 1993), 148-149, 
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and Stories in the Classroom, Birtsch and Dennison-Tansey discuss the significance of 

stories in childhood education. I considered these ideas essential to bear in mind for the 

pilot course. "It does matter what stories we tell. The purpose for telling, the audience, 

and the occasion are all crucial considerations. Perhaps most important is recognizing 

that stories with the power to engage both teller and listeners will be more memorable 

and meaningfial." '̂' 

I beheve that it may be just as true to say that "it does matter what music we perform," 

and as with stories, "music with the power to engage both performer and listener will be 

more memorable and meaningful." Behind the idea of creating a story to a work of 

music was the idea of finding a way to empower the music performed. It was hoped that 

students would, by the end of the exercise, have a more intimate relationship with their 

music that would engage them and their audiences to a higher degree. 

In the pilot course it was important that the stories created had a clear plot: that is, a 

logical sequence of events. Students also had to identify the character or number of 

characters that participated significantly in the story. Characters, in a musical sense, were 

to be assigned to significant melodic, harmonic, or rhythmic themes (or other musical 

aspects, such as timbre) that a student would consider significant. Students would have 

to show the relationship between characters and clearly identify the hierarchy among 

them (determine which was protagonist and which were minor characters). The stories 

had to have a clear beginning (the initial scenario of the story and the characters present 

at this point), a climactic point (the point of highest dramatic tension), and a clear ending. 

^̂  Barbara M. Britsch, Amy Dennison-Tansey, Music and Stories in the Classroom (Englewood: 
Teacher Ideas Press, 1995), xix. 
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It was important to me that students understood that the stories created were to be an 

aid to their interpretive process. "Empowering the imagination—that is what the arts are 

all about. The composer and the writer imagine sounds or stories and commit them to 

paper. The beauty of the arts is their abihty to assume many different meanings. Each 

time you hear a story or a piece of music, you can discover something new. It is in the 

act of re-creating that we create. "̂ ^ I was not interested in having students create the 

perfect story to a musical work. The story would act as a mirror that would, ideally, 

reflect the interpretive choices made (or lack thereof). I was interested in observing the 

students' discoveries in relation to their interpretive choices during the process of 

creating and sharing their stories. 

Michael Shurtleff and Charles Marowitz on Interpretation 

During the fourth class period students Ustened to various musical excerpts and wrote 

down their emotional responses. The responses were initially limited to a single word 

that represented the emotion. Gradually, sentences were allowed to express more flilly 

the specific emotional response and to determine the possible scenario where this 

emotion would take place. Students were then asked to write a short story representing 

the emotional response to the final music excerpt. This exercise used the ideas of theatre 

directors Michael Shurtleff and Charles Marowitz for its conception, 

Shurtleff presents an interesting point when he refers to the importance of maintaining 

the emotional vitality of scenes: 

25 Ibid., 92. 
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Every scene is filled with discoveries, things that happen for the first time. No 
matter how many times it has happened in the past, there is something new about 
this experience, this moment,,, The more discoveries you make in a scene—the 
less you rely on "we do this every day"—the more interesting your scene will be. 
It's hard to bring vitality and life to routine, but they are diflficuh to escape when 
you have the excitement of discoveries. Take nothing for granted; make an 
emotional discovery as often as you can find one in every scene,̂ ^ 

In this quote, Shurtleff reminds us of an essential attitude of emotional discovery that 

should remain present in every performance. In the pilot course, students identified their 

emotional responses to musical excerpts in order to (1) put the students in contact with 

their emotions and (2) create an awareness of the importance of expressing to an audience 

the emotions contained/discovered in a piano work. 

If we are not communicating our emotions and/or the work's emotions, then we may 

be transmitting meaningless sounds. This is not to say that emotions are the only way of 

suggesting the meaning of sounds, but they have, in fact, proven to be a successfiil one; 

but identifying specific emotions that are true to the work and the performer can be a 

difficult task as is expressed by Charles Marowitz: 

What is deadly is the belief that the plays' greatness is 'automatic,' and all one has 
to do is push a button and they will immediately clatter to life. There is nothing 
automatic in art. Every moment, if it's to have any value, has to be wrung out of 
some measure of creative agony. 'Easy art' is perhaps the greatest of all 
contradictions in terms. 

I understand Marowitz's "agony" as the struggle that performers must undergo in 

order to: (1) make sense of a composer's work and (2) establish a powerful connection 

with an audience by expressing something unique that captures their attention. I 

*̂ Michael Shurtleff, Audition: Everything an Actor Needs to Know to get the Part (New York: Wlaker 
and Company, 1978), 58-59. 

^ Charles Marowitz, Directing the Action: Acting and Directing in the Contemporary Theatre (New 
York: Applause Theatre Books, 1986), 40. 
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ati:empted to have the students in the pilot course encounter these feelings of "agony" in 

the hopes of attaining a renewed appreciation of the emotions used for interpretation. 

Emotions are powerful tools for artistic expression. They are, however, of a complex 

nature. An emotional state is frequently a combination of different emotions, sensations, 

and ideas running simultaneously at any given time. The significance of using emotions 

in the pilot course was not to find the perfect match of music and emotion but a 

match that could somehow take the student's interpretive choices in a different direction. 

It is my beUef that matching music and emotions is a never-ending process. As 

performers, we may be continually exploring emotions and creating different connections 

between them and the music at hand. 

Interdisciplinary Uses of Expressive Activities in Visual Art 

Why include visual art as a complementary field to the enhancement of artistry at the 

piano? Burz and Marshal (1999) believe that art is a significant force of human 

expression. "Throughout history, the Arts have been a humanizing force — a force 

which helps students become more sensitive to and understanding of human behavior, 

themselves, and the world in which they live."^^ Later, they also state: "The visual arts 

are extremely rich. They range from drawing, painting, sculpture, and design, to 

architecture, film, video, and folk art. They involve a wide variety of tools, techniques, 

approaches, and habits for applying knowledge and skills in the visual arts to the world 

beyond school."^^ And these very aspects of visual art are significant for enhancing 

^ Helen L, Burz and Kit Marshal, Perfomance-Based Curriculm for Music and the Visual Arts 
(Thousand Oaks: Corwin Press, 1999), 11. 

^' Ibid., 15, 
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artistry at the piano. In the pilot course, visual art is yet another fiher through which 

students can experience new perspectives to the understanding and performance of their 

music. 

Pam Prince Walker on Art 

During the third class, students participated in an exercise using match sticks and 

'Tlay-doh" to create artworks representing various aspects of musical excerpts. Students 

initially had to hsten to any distinctive aspect of the music (i.e., melody, harmony, 

texture, timbre, rhythm, among others) and create an artwork representing it. Gradually, 

the focus of attention was shifted to specific formal aspects (motive, phrase, period, and 

part) given by the instructor. This kind of work eliminates the group performance aspect 

present in many of the previously described activities. Students can have an intimate 

communion with their art without feeling judged by others. 

There are times in art when children must be left alone to explore without adult 
supervision. And you, too, must relinquish the need for a result—something to 
hang on the wall—every time the children work. Fine results don't happen every 
time an artist sits down at an easel... The times when you don't guide the student, 
deciding not to care what the rest of the world may say about the outcome, may be 
usefiil—not for the resuk, but for the child's feeling of discovery and growing 
interest. If a child becomes intrigued, the rest will follow. 

These words of Pam Prince Walker were significant in the development of the visual 

art activities. Walker's idea of a necessary intimacy while working v^th art is significant. 

As artists, and more so as pianists, there is a considerable amount of time spent in 

soUtude developing interpretive choices. Working vnth "Play-doh" gives students the 

^ Pam Prince Walker, Bring in the Arts: Lessons in Dramatics. Art and Story Writing for Elementary 
and Middle School Classrooms (Portsmouth: Heinemann, 1993), 132. 
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opportunity to have a space for a related kind of intimacy. In addition. Walker talks 

about giving the child an opportunity for discovery through trial and ertor. Although 

Walker is specifically addressing children, that same spontaneous and playftil nature was 

encouraged in the college students participating in the pilot course. In the course the 

concern was not, however, given to creating beautiful artworks. The concern was, 

instead, in manipulating tools/techniques of art to represent music in different ways. Any 

intentional attempt of making art with the dough was beyond the purpose of the 

exercises. Students would simply manipulate the materials given and repeatedly attempt 

to mold them in a way that could be associated wdth various musical aspects. There was 

no right or wrong way of using the materials. The significance of the exercises lay in 

the journey of discovery while manipulating the materials, not in the end-products 

achieved. 

Philip Wigg and Jean Hasselschwert on Arts and Crafts 

During the sixth class, students participated in an activity using cut-out pictures to 

invent a story. Each student was given a bag of cut-out pictures from different 

magazines. They were to create a story inspired by the images provided. They had to 

arrange the pictures in a way that was related to the sequence of events of their story. 

Then, students shared their pictures and stories. The significance of this activity lies 

primarily in the relationship between the visual (pictures) and the intellectual (story), 

"Giving a visual shape to a concept, whether it be in science, math, or social studies, adds 
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meaning that could not be obtained any other way."'* As in the "Play-doh" activity, this 

exercise is an additional way of exploring concepts or aspects of music from a different, 

visual perspective, Wigg and Hasselschwertz's "Magazine Collage" activity was 

inspirational to the creation of picture stories. In their activity, pictures are used to cover 

different kinds of surfaces for aesthetic purposes. In the pilot course, however, the 

priority was placed in the creation of a story and not in arranging the pictures 

beautifiiUy. The pictures were a means and not the goal. The relationship between 

pictures and stories in this activity is analogous to the relationship between musical notes 

and their interpretation. By developing stories based on images students were in fact 

developing thier ability to make interpretive choices. 

'̂ Philip R, Wigg and Jean Hasselschwert, A Handbook of Arts and Crafts (Boston: McGraw Hill, 
2001), 17. 
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CHAPTER III 

COURSE DESIGN 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section presents the pilot course's 

syllabus (as given to students). The second section presents the objective and detailed 

description of each lesson plan. Following the description of each lesson plan is an 

outUne of specific observations drawn from the actual events experienced in each class. 

Pilot Course Syllabus 

The interdisciplmary course described here is going through a developmental stage. 

There are many aspects that will require revision and study. In sphe of this, the syllabus 

tried to provide students with a general context and framework of the course. The 

syllabus, as given to students, can be seen on Figure 3.1. 

Lesson Plan 

Below is a detailed description of how each of the classes in the pilot course was 

given, along with specific observations of the results attained. It is important to note that 

one of the teaching strategies used throughout the course was that of breaking down 

concepts to their simplest components. This was intended to lead the students to 

gradually understand complex ideas by gradually building from the most simple towards 

the more complex. 
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1 Course Title: Interdisciplinarity in Piano Interpretation 

2 Instructor: Eugenio Zapata, Ph. D. student. 
Contact Information: Tel: (806) 744-5983 
E-mail: eugenio.zapata(^ttu,edu 

3 Class Times: Fridays, 1:OOpm-1:50pm 

4 Class Location: Room M252 (Music Building) 

5 Course Description: This is an interdisciplinary course for piano major/principals 
designed to enhance artistry at the piano through the use of 
selected activities from the visual, theatrical, and kinesthetic 
arts. 

6 Course PoUcies: 

a Attendance: Although this is a voluntary course, all students are 
expected to attend. Students who attend successfiilly all 
sessions will receive extra credit in their private piano grade. 

b Selected Piano Work: Every class, one or more interdisciplinary activities 
will be engaged in by all students. Each student will 
select a piano work (currently studying) to which the 
different concepts and activities will be appHed. 

c Student Evaluations: During the last class session, students will be given a 
written evaluation regarding various aspects of the 
course. This evaluation is based on the student's 
experiences and personal opinions. Statements 
offered will be included as part of the course's 
assessment, 

d Materials: Students are required to bring their selected piano work to 
each session. Any other material used will be provided by 
the instructor, 

e Grading: As a voluntary course, no grading will be given to students. 
Students successfully completing all class session will receive 
extra credit in their applied piano grade. 

Figure 3.1. Pilot Course Syllabus. 
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Class No 1 - "Interpretation" 

Objective 

The objective of this class was to have students reflect upon and discuss various ideas 

and definitions of interpretation. Some of these ideas were taken from artists and 

philosophers while others emerged directly from the student's own perspectives and 

experiences. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

An excerpt from Beethoven's "Moonlight Sonata" was played for the students. 

Students were asked to hsten to four different recorded versions of the same excerpt. The 

identities of the performers were not revealed in order to avoid any prejudice in the 

hstening experience. Students were asked to write down which version they liked best 

and to give at least one reason for their selection. 

Stage 2 

The reasons for the student's favorite choices were shared. As expected, the choices 

were not unanimous. A discussion on what it meant that we all had different choices of a 

favorite interpretation was begun; that is, why didn't we all have the same favorite 

interpretation? What were some of the factors involved in our choices? 

Stage 3 

Students were asked to write a short statement (one or a few sentences) explaining 

what they think interpretation is. Statements were shared. Awareness seemed to increase 
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regardmg the difficulty in defining interpretation. There is an apparent paradox in the 

fact that it is difficuh to define interpretation, but we are still capable of making 

interpretations. Students were asked what they think of this paradox. 

Stage 4 

Students were read different ideas of interpretation taken from different sources. 

These quotes were used to address interpretation from different and sometimes 

antagonistic perspectives. Students were asked to identify potential problems with each 

definition. Below is a Ust of all the quotes read to the students:'" 

1 The American Heritage College Dictionary (third edition) defines interpretation 
as: "An explanation by a critic of a work of literature, painting, or other art form" 

2 Charles Marowitz: "It is only the hidebound academics who insist a play has one, 
unalterable meaning and who panic at the sight of that play meaning something 
quite the reverse... The act of interpretation is every bit as creative as authorship. 
The director, like the author, must marshal his arguments, structure his ideas, 
monitor the reach of his impHcations, and insinuate those meanings he wishes an 
audience to take away with it." (from Marowitz's Directing the Action, p 33) 

3 Stravinsky: "Stravinsky defined perfection in an interpreter as 'consciousness of 
the law imposed on him by the work he is performing.'" (from Mark Mitchell's 
Virtuosi, p. 29) 

4 Mark Mitchell: "In the end, any musician who places himself behind the Ur-text, 
behind the Ur-piano, behind history, behind 'purity,' behind 'the composer's 
intentions'—one, in other words, whose pathologically reverential attitude toward 
classic masterpieces 'does not make them a stimulus instead of an oppression' 
(Tovey)—fails the composer as well as himself." (from Mitchell's Virtuosi. 
p. 35) 

5 Josef Hoflfinann: "Left entirely to himself, however, as the pianist usually is in his 
performance, he sometimes yields to a tendency to move ahogether too freely, to 
forget the deference due to the composition and its creator, and to allow his much-

30 Please refer to the bibliography for a full description of the sources used in this section. 
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beloved 'individuality' to gUtter with a false and presumptuous brightness." (from 
Hoffinann's Piano Playing with Questions Answered, p. 9) 

6 Shitao (Chinese philosopher): "complete domination of the Rule is the same as 
the absence of rules..., but whoever wishes to be without rules must first possess 
them." (from Catherine David's The Beauty of Gesture: The Invisible Keyboard 
of Piano and Tai Chi, p 40) 

7 Paul Thom: "I shall be guided by two principles concerning interpretation. The 
first is the principle of pluralism: one and the same thing can have many different 
successfiil interpretations. There are two distinct groups of philosophers who 
seem to reject pluralism and adopt the opposite principle, which we may name 
DIDO (different interpretation, different object). In one group there are those who 
think that, even though the object might be open to many interpretations, one of 
these must be best, so that DIDO holds at least ideally. By contrast with this 
approach, Robert Stecker thinks that, even though the object might be open to 
many interpretations, there must be an ideal way o^ combining these into a single 
best interpretation." (from Paul Thom's Making Sense: A Theory of 
Interpretation, pp, 10-11) 

8 David Novitz: 'Tor although our thinking is historically shaped, it is wrong to 
suppose that we are constrained by history in ways that prevent us from adopting 
new or different ways of construing the world. Even though our attempts to 
understand through interpretation are initially framed in terms of current beUefs 
and values—many of which reflect our cultural allegiances—only those who are 
closed in their thinking, who believe that their cultural beliefs are either natural or 
else sacrosanct and invariably cortect, will be Umited in the way that a strong 
historicist thinks we all are." (from Novitz's "Interpretation and Justification" in 
Joseph Margohs and Tom Rockmore's (editors) The Philosophy of Interpretation, 
pp. 13-14) 

Stage 5 

Students were given a list of different aspects on interpretation. Most were in fact 

addressed throughout the course. In addition, students were asked to choose and bring a 

piano piece they were currently studying for use throughout the course. Some of the 

aspects that were expected to be addressed were: 
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1 Misinterpretation. 

2 Interpretation of a "known" work vs. interpretation of a "new" work. 

3 Role of the audience when hstening to an interpretation. 

4 Allowing the music to speak for hself versus premeditated intervention. 

5 How do "great" interpretations differ from "average" interpretations? 

6 'Treedom" of interpretation. 

7 "Honesty" in interpretation. 

8 "Process" of interpretation. 

9 Expanding the boundaries of interpretation. Should we and how can we include 

new ideas into pre-existing ones? 

10 Logic in interpretation. What are the pluses and minuses of rationalization in 

interpretation, 

11 Emotion versus reason in interpretation, 

12 Reality in interpretation. Are we living the moment? 

13 Conditions for interpretation. Are there ideal conditions? Do we adapt to the 

circumstances? 

14 External factors in interpretation. The hall acoustics, piano, time of performance, 

etc. 

15 Style in interpretation. 

16 Form in interpretation. 

17 Technique in interpretation 
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18 The creator versus the interpreter. Where do we draw a line between what a 

composer wrote and what we consider pertinent for a successful interpretation? 

19 Imagination in interpretation. Are we deUberately using our imagination for 

interpretive choices? 

20 Truth in interpretation. Is it possible? For whom? 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 At the begiiming of the class students seemed quiet and reserved. Throughout the 

class, responses were generally short. I did not expect students to have any kind 

of previous exposure to the kind of philosophical inquiry engaged in this class. It 

may be that they were intimidated by the passages read and by their inexperience 

in addressing this topic from a philosophical perspective. 

2 It seemed that the student's initial ideas on "what is interpretation?" showed Uttle 

acquaintance with the subject prior to the course. Students were not very clear in 

verbaUzing their thoughts; they had to continually stop and reflect due to the fact 

that they didn't seem to find the "right" words to express themselves and, in 

general, had a somewhat one-dimensional perspective on the subject. 

3 After various contrasting ideas on interpretation were presented, a discussion with 

the students seemed to show that they had a perception on interpretation and the 

many aspects that comprise it that was richer than their initial one (see Chapter 

ni for a list of all the interpretive aspects discussed during this class). 
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4 The main objective of this class was to have students reflect on their preconceived 

ideas of interpretation and to open their minds to the possibility of expanding 

these ideas. Students seemed to show interest in the topic, and after the class was 

completed several students approached me to discuss the ideas fiirther. In this and 

all the other class meetings, a significant amount of time was always devoted to 

allowing students to discuss and reflect on the ideas presented. It was important 

that students could reflect on the purpose of each activity and any relationships or 

connections to the interpretive process. 

Class No. 2 - 'TJnder the Rain" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to begin to explore the students' use of imagination and 

how it may be applied to their interpretations. I think it is fairly acceptable to say that we 

all use our imagination, in some way or another, on a daily basis. It may be possible, 

however, that in order to use it effectively for interpretation, certain tools or motivations 

may be helpfiil. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

Students were asked to hsten to a piano excerpt ('Tour remercier la pluie au matin" 

from "6 Epigraphes Antiques" for piano duet by Claude Debussy) and write dovm 

whatever came to their imagination (images, ideas, scenarios, emotions, etc) as they 

hstened to the music. They were not given anything specific to look for in the music but 
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were allowed to have a free experience and response to the music. Then everyone 

shared their imaginative experience. 

Stage 2 

Students were asked to find a space in the classroom where they are free to move. 

With their eyes closed and restricted to move within an arm's-length area, students were 

asked to imagine that they were under the rain No sounds were to be made and they 

were only to move their bodies to express their experience. They were to continue doing 

the exercise until instructed to stop doing so. Once the exercise ended, students shared 

their experiences. 

Stage 3 

Students were asked to return to their movement space. With the same conditions as 

the previous exercise, students were asked to move as they heard a text read by the 

instructor. Once the exercise was completed the experiences were shared. Below is the 

text read to the students during the exercise: 

Imagine that is beginning to rain. Small drops of water touch your hair. You feel 
the water passing through your hair and touching your head. As the hair can't 
absorb any more water, small drops run down your forehead. You feel it touch your 
eyebrows and doAvn to the eyes and eyelashes. It feels a bit uncomfortable and you 
wipe the water off your eyes. Water is dripping down the ears, cheeks, and neck. 
You taste the drops passing by your mouth. It is refreshing. Now the rain is 
heavier and you find yourself completely soaked from head to toe. VisibiUty is 
low. The wind begins to blow. You are trying to walk through the storm but you 
can't see, it's shppery, and now the water reaches your ankles. You are trying to 
get into your car but the keys fall to the ground and you can't find them in the 
water. You feel agitated, fiiistrated, and there is no one around to help. Suddenly, 
you hear a scream in the distance. You know it's the voice of a little girl. "Help, 
somebody help, please," is a faint cry. You can't see where she is and feel 
desperate to do something but don't know what to do. Your heart is beating loud 
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and you can barely catch your breath. Then, a disturbing sound catches your 
attention. It seems to get closer and closer and louder and louder. Finally, you 
open your eyes and realize it was all a nightmare and turn your alarm clock off. 

Stage 4 

Students were asked to return to their movement space. They were to hsten to an 

excerpt that contained natural rain sounds (from the CD "American Wilderness" of the 

series "Echoes of Nature" by Deha Music) and, as in the previous exercises, use 

movement to express their experience. This time, however, they were to create a 

scenario. That is, they had to explain not only where they were but what occurred during 

their experience. Once the exercise was completed their experiences were shared 

Stage 5 

Students were asked to hsten to the same excerpt used in Stage 1, As in the first 

exercise, they were asked to write down whatever came to their imagination. They could 

use their initial ideas and develop them fiirther or they could use new ideas. This time 

they were to create a scenario (if it wasn't previously created). Emphasis was be placed 

on the differences between their first and second experiences wath the same musical 

excerpt. 

Stage 6 

Students were asked to choose a section from their piano work and create a scenario to 

this passage. The passage chosen could be of any length. They, then shared how their 

excerpts and scenarios were related. 
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Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 Students seemed both excited and embarrassed to participate m the first 

movement activity. By the end of the class they were at ease with each other and 

completely focused on the activity at hand. They were less self-conscious of how 

others would perceive them and were moving more naturaUy. 

2 Initially students were unaware of the relationship of each activity to the 

interpretive process. This allowed them to engage fully and honestly in each 

activity. They participated in each exercise without trying to give the "correct" 

performance but giving a naturally feh response. By the end of the class h 

seemed clear that students understood that, in these kinds of exercises, there 

would never be a "correct" approach to any of the activities, but that through their 

honest participation they would be able to discover various and different aspects 

of theh artistry 

3 Students realized how then unagmations could be stimulated in different ways. 

By activating their imagination during the first exercises, they were able to use it 

more effectively m the final activity. 

4 The significance of these activities was explained to the students as: a) When we 

perform, we may initially have an active and creative mind, but that activity may 

gradually die down unless we are continuously stimulating the mind in some way. 

b) If we connect our unagination to specific parts or aspects of the music then we 
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may be able to make clearer interpretive choices and communicate more 

effectively with our audience. 

Class No 3 - "Matchstick Visions" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to have students create artworks (using 'Tlay-Doh") that 

represent various musical aspects (rhythm, harmony, form, color, among others) of 

different excerpts heard. The different exercises were designed to have students 

initially respond to general aspects of the music excerpts. Gradually, students were asked 

to respond to more specific and formal aspects of the music. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

Students were given a box of matchsticks and a can of Play-Doh. They were to 

Usten to five different music excerpts (Jim Brickman's "Sweet Dreams," Buena Vista 

Social Club's "El Carretero," Shakuhachi's "Sanya," Astor Piazzola's 'Tugata," and 

Milton Babbit's "Correspondences") and create a two-dimensional artwork using both the 

matchsticks (a maximum of 10 per artwork) and the Play-Doh. The artworks had to 

represent a specific musical aspect (i.e., melody, harmony, rhythmic pattern, or color) of 

each of the excerpts. They had to explain how their artwork is related to the music. 

Artworks were then shared. 
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Stage 2 

Students were asked to create two small sculptures that represented the introduction 

and first part of Luis A. Calvo's piano work "Malvaloca." Students had to explain how 

each sculpture represents each section of the work. Artworks were shared. 

Stage 3 

Students were asked to create two small sculptures that represented the first two 

musical phrases of William Gillock's piano work "Autumn Sketch." These phrases are 

almost identical. Students had to reflect, through their sculptures, on the similarities and 

differences between the phrases. Artworks were shared. 

Stage 4 

Students were asked to create two sculptures of distinct parts, periods, phrases, or 

motives of then ovm piano work. They had to clearly explain how the sculptures relate 

to the music. Artworks were shared, and a discussion on the student's experiences 

followed. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 Students were initially excited about manipulating the Play-Doh and making art 

works related to the musical excerpts heard. As the class progressed, however, 

they seemed tired and overwhelmed by the number of activities given. Later, 

most students would note in their written evaluations that there were too many 

activities in this class. 
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2 Towards the end of the class one of the students expressed how his awareness of 

the different aspects of the music was gradually "heightened." Another student 

expressed that it became gradually more difficuh for her to associate different 

aspects of the music to the artwork she was creating. Based on these responses, it 

may be that some students reached a point of saturation earlier than others. This 

saturation seemed to interfere with the creative process of several students. 

3 The significance of these activities was explained to the students: a) Artworks 

can be used to attain a clearer understanding or different perspective to a passage 

or entire piano work, b) Artworks can be used to help the memorization process. 

Specific aspects of the music can be represented by these artworks, and in doing 

so their retention is facihtated. 

Class No. 4 - "Stories of Sound" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to have students express their emotional responses to 

various musical excerpts. The emotions were initially expressed through words, then 

through sentences, and finally by creating a short story that placed the emotional 

responses within a narrative mold. Through these exercises, it was expected that students 

would gradually be able to express more clearly and concisely their emotional responses. 

Possessing a greater clarity of the emotional responses to music may be conducive to a 

greater effectiveness in the expression of emotions during performance. 
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Class Description 

Stage 1 

Students were asked to hsten to three different excerpts ("Rex Tremendae" from 

Mozart's "Requiem", "Baila Me" from the Gypsy Kings' greatest hits album, "I Got it 

Bad and That Am't Good" from Etta James' album "Heart of a Woman"). For each 

excerpt they were to write a single word that represented their emotional response to the 

music. Responses were then shared. 

Stage 2 

Students were asked to hsten to three different excerpts ("The Murder" from Bernard 

Herrmann's film score for the movie Psycho. "The John Dunbar Theme" from John 

Barry's film score for Dances with Wolves. "Sing Sing Sing" from Beimy Goodman's 

greatest hits album). For each excerpt they were to write a single sentence that 

represented their emotional response to the music. Responses were then shared. 

Stage 3 

Stiidents were asked to hsten to two different excerpts ("Poco Allegretto" from 

Brahms's Symphony No. 3 Op. 90 and the 'Tresto" movement from Stravinsky's 

"Capriccio for Piano and Orchestra"). For each excerpt they were to write two sentences. 

The first sentence had to represent their emotional response to the music. The second 

sentence had to present a scenario where this response took place. Responses and 

scenarios were shared. 
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Stage 4 

Students were asked to listen to a musical excerpt (the "Theme" from the soundtrack 

to the film Schindler's List). They had to write a short story that described a scenario, 

series of events, and characters for then emotional response to the music. Stories were 

shared. 

Stage 5 

Students selected a passage from their piano work. They were asked to write a short 

story that described a scenario, series of events, and characters for their emotional 

response to the chosen passage. Passages and stories were shared. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above, 

1 Students initially had difficulty expressing clearly their emotional responses to the 

musical excerpts. For instance, instead of using words Uke "sad" or "joyfiil" 

which are descriptive of specific emotional states, they would use words such as 

"dance" that describe an action that could be related to an emotional state. Also, 

if the music suggested some kind of romantic mood, students seemed 

imcomfortable sharing these kinds of personal emotions. Gradually, h became 

easier for them to address different emotions to the extent of sharing personal 

experiences with the rest of the class. 

2 The significance of these activities was explained to students: Our inability or 

difficulty in expressing clearly certain emotions will be reflected in the ways we 
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express emotions through our music. If we can freely explore and express our 

emotions, we may attain a wider range of expressiveness in our interpretive 

choices. 

Class No, 5 - "Moving Sounds" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to explore the relationship between body movements 

and the movements necessary for music interpretation. Students initially shared their 

responses to choreographed and random movements observed and performed. An 

awareness of the coordinated hand-movements at the piano is made present through the 

pairing of students and by having them create coordinated, choreographed body 

movements. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

The instructor performed a short choreographed body movement. Students were to 

give then responses (emotion, scenario, story, event, character, among others) to the 

movements they have seen. Students shared their responses. 

Stage 2 

Half the class was asked to step outside the classroom. The students remaining in the 

room were given a simple group choreography. This movement pattern was as logical 

and meaningful as possible for all the participants. The other students re-entered the 

classroom and were to share their responses to the choreography observed. The roles 
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were then reversed. This time, however, the students learning the choreography were 

given random and unrelated movements that had no true meaningful purpose. This 

change was done to observe differences in the responses between logical/meaningful 

movements and random/unrelated ones. 

Stage 3 

Students were given index cards containing a rhythmic pattern. Half the class had a 

pattern labeled "L" while the other half had a different pattern labeled "R" (this wiU be 

significant for the next stage). Each student was to create a choreographed movement 

that cortesponded to the rhythmic pattern given. Students shared then rhythmic patterns 

and choreographies. 

Stage 4 

Students with the "L" pattern were paired up with students v̂ dth the "R" pattern. Each 

pair made any necessary adjustments to their previously choreographed movements so 

that the new paired patterns seemed to be a unit. Choreographies were shared. The "L" 

and "R" patterns were taken from the left- and right-hand rhythmic patterns of a piano 

work (first four bars of F, Kuhlau's Sonatina Op. 53 No.3). The instructor performsed 

the piano excerpt and a brief discussion on the significance of the enthe experience was 

opened. 

Stage 5 

Students selected a short passage from their piano work. They had to create two 

distinct choreographies that corresponded to the left- and right-hand rhythmic patterns of 
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the selected passage. Each student was to play, at the piano, the left- and right-hand 

portions of the passage. Then, they were to perform the corresponding choreographed 

body movements. Students then shared their responses to the experience. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 It seemed that, overall, students were articulate in describing their responses to 

the movements presented to them, 

2 It was apparent that students had greater difficulty in making sense of 

random/unrelated movements than in making sense of logical/meaningfiil 

ones, 

3 Students had an initial struggle in creating and performing choreographed body 

movements. This may be due to inexperience or awkwardness in moving their 

bodies in front of others. They gradually became more comfortable, but it seemed 

that several movement-related classes would have been necessary to arrive to a 

reliable comfort zone, 

4 One of the exercises of this class attempted to draw a parallel between the 

experience of coordinated hand movements at the piano and coordinated body 

movements away from the piano. Based on personal experience, the mstructor 

hypothesized that coordinated movements between hands during piano 

performance require careful study and are often difficult to achieve. While the 

paired students (one enacting the right-hand part, and one the left) did generally 

find it a struggle to coordinate then whole body movements away from the piano, 
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their experience did not necessarily support the original premise. There may have 

been alternative reasons (i.e., lack of clarity of the exercise, impossibility of 

controlling a partner's movements, or inexperience in body movement use within 

this context) why student pairs had difficulty coordinating their bodies. It is not 

yet possible, therefore, to draw any conclusion on the vahdity of the initial 

premise. It did seem, however, that students gained a valuable overall awareness 

of their hand movements by translating them into the whole-body realm. This 

awareness can be conducive to a greater awareness of movements at the piano and 

this, in turn, could potentially improve the quaUty of performance, 

5 Students had difficulty in creating choreographed body movements to their 

selected piano passages. In some cases, the difficuhies of performing the passage 

at the piano were reflected in the choreographed movements. In other cases, there 

didn't seem to be a clear connection between the music performed and the 

associated body movements. It is difficuh to draw conclusions from these 

observations without further study. It may be possible, however, to speculate that 

a combination of the student's inexperience in body movements (at least within 

this context) and the fact that they were at an early stage in the process of 

understanding and performing then musical passage, may have caused some of 

the difficuhies students were confronted vnth. 
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Class No. 6 - "Images of Smmfl" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to give students a set of unrelated images (i.e. cut out 

pictures from newspapers or magazines) that had to be organized in a way that 

cortesponded to a short story created and narrated by the students. The story would 

emerge from the visual stimuh generated by the pictures given. These stories served as 

preparation to the stories that would later be created and associated to each student's 

piano works. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

Each student was given a bag with cut-out pictures. The bags contained images of 

people, buildings, animals, nature (eg., forests, waterfalls, mountains), transportation 

vehicles, and objects that acted as stimulants to the unagination of students. Students had 

to use the images as a source of inspiration to invent a short story. They placed the 

images m a way that cortesponded to the story's chronological order and narrated their 

story showing its relationship to the images. Stories were then shared. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 It took students a relatively short time to make sense of the images and arrange 

them in the sequence of their story. 
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2 The stories were entertaining, imaginative, and always well related to the 

images. Students seemed to thoroughly enjoy this exercise, as evidenced by 

their animated, enthusiastic, and humorous telling of their tales. 

3 Overall, there seemed to be a clearer and more creative use of the student's 

imagmation than that observed in the beginning of the course and this is 

noticeable at this point in the semester. Imaginative ideas sprang out quicker and 

were more coherent in their use for the task at hand. This may be explained as a 

consequence of the continual, cumulative use of activities involving imaginative 

aspects or of the effectiveness of the visual stunuH generated by the cut-out 

pictures, or perhaps both. 

Classes No. 7-10 - "Stories of Sound" 

Objective 

The purpose of these classes was to have students create a story that represented an 

entire piano work (or complete movement of a piece). In this exercise students had to go 

more deeply and specifically into the relationships established between the narrative and 

musical elements. As a resuh, students were able to make clearer interpretive choices 

that were intimately related to their responses to the music. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

Students were asked to create a story that represented their piano work. There were 

several aspects that students took mto consideration as they created their story: (a) There 
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should be a clear plot, (b) There should be a clear beginning, middle, and ending for the 

story, (c) The characters of the story had to be specifically associated with melodies, 

harmonies, rhythms, pitch class sets, textures or other aspects the students may consider 

significant, (d) There had to be a clear distinction between protagonist characters (a 

recurring musical theme, for example) and those that have a supporting role (ostinato 

pattern in the bass, for example), (e) The relationship between characters had to be clear 

(e.g., a particular melodic idea represented a child figure, while a rich chordal texture 

accompamment represented the child's father figure), (f) Students had to narrate and 

perform their story at the piano explaining all the relationships extant between the 

nartative and the music. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 This exercise was developed during a total of four class sessions. Initially, most 

students had difficulty in identifying characters and events and relating them to 

the music. This became apparent as students shared the beginning's of their 

stories. Events seemed unrelated, characters were not clearly defined, and the 

plot didn't seem to have a clear direction, 

2 Through questions related to inconsistencies found by the instructor and peers, 

clarity of characters, events, and interpretive choices began to emerge. These 

kinds of discoveries are particular to collaboration Piano study has been, for the 

most part, confined to a very sohtary kind of approach. These kinds of group 

activities may enrich the interpretive process. 
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3 As the student's stories became clearer the performance of musical ideas became 

clearer. In one of the student's performances, for example, one could feel the 

presence of the "river rapids," described in his story, when arriving at the 

corresponding passage in the music. 

Class No. 11 - "In Communion with Sound" 

Objective 

The purpose of this class was to place the focus of attention entirely on the quality of 

sounds produced during performance. It is possible and, in fact, a frequent occurrence 

that we have many interesting and creative interpretive ideas. These ideas are, however, 

somehow lost or not present during actual performance. Through these exercises, 

students gained an awareness of generating purposefiil sounds. 

Class Description 

Stage 1 

Students were given the statement "I thought you would understand." Each student 

said the statement out loud while the others hstened with their eyes closed. Students 

were given a specific emotional state (sad, happy, angry, among others) m which the 

statement had to be said. The other students were to try to identify what emotional state 

was imphed. Students shared their responses. The emotional state intended was 

revealed, and a short discussion on the student's effectiveness in clearly expressing the 

intended emotion followed. 
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Stage 2 

All but one student stepped outside the classroom. The instructor performed a short 

movement pattern to the remaining student. The student had to create a sound (vocal, 

with the body, or using any available prop) that corresponded to the instructor's 

movements. The other students re-entered the classroom, observed the performance, and 

responded to the effectiveness of the relationship between sound and movement. Each 

student had the opportunity of doing this activity. 

Stage 3 

As in Stage Two, one student remained in the classroom. The instructor gave the 

student a set of images (cut-out pictures from newspapers or magazines) from which to 

choose. Once the student selects an image, he or she had to improvise at the piano on a 

short musical pattern that corresponds to the image. The other students re-entered the 

classroom, observed the performance, and responded to the effectiveness of the 

relationship between sound and image. Students took turns doing the activity. 

Observations 

Below are a series of observations emerging from the class session described above. 

1 Students were aware of the difficulty of effectively expressing a simple statement 

m a simple emotional state. It seemed, however, that for some students verbal 

expression was easier than for others. 

2 Students seemed to perfectly match their sounds with the movements. 

They only used vocal sounds to match the movements of the instructor. 
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3 It seemed that students were also very effective in corresponding the improvised 

music with the images selected. In Stages Two and Three students had 

considerable freedom of choice to execute the activities. In Stage Two they 

created their own sound, and in Stage Three they had the option of choosing from 

among a group of images and then freely creating music for it. In Stage One, 

however, they were given an exact statement and emotional state to express. It 

may be that the freedom of choices in Stages Two and Three reflected the greater 

effectiveness of those activities than that of Stage One, 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

Overview 

Overall, the interdisciphnary pilot course has revealed, through my observations and 

those of students and faculty, significant transformations in the students' 

conceptualization and approach to piano interpretation. These transformations open the 

possibility of developing a fiiU-fledged course that could become a valuable component 

of the piano curriculum at coUeges and universities. 

I was fortunate enough to have previously known all but one of the students 

participating in the course. I had heard these students perform and discuss various 

aspects of piano interpretation prior to the beginning of the pilot course. This allowed me 

to clearly identify any changes they manifested. Of these changes, perhaps the most 

significant ones were those related to the process of performance. 

Students gained an awareness of different aspects of piano interpretation through their 

participation m the course's varied activities. They explored the relationships between 

their (1) body movements and those involved in piano playing, (2) emotions and those 

present m their music, (3) imagination and its uses in making pertinent interpretive 

choices, and (4) ideas of sound and the actual sounds made during their performances. 

The fact that we were working as a group may have played a direct role in helping the 

course to have poshive outcomes. The group attamed a special bonding that muhiphed 

the flow of ideas. There was a gradual increase in student confidence and in overcoming 

the embarrassment of certain activities. Students expressed themselves with more 
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freedom, most importantly, the group (or at least this particular group) managed to 

create a space where everyone feh safe to explore and discover. 

Movements of the Body and Movements at the Piano 

Although all the students most likely had some previous experience in different 

kinds of physical activities, at the beginning of the course I observed in general that there 

was a lack of true awareness of how then own general physicality (body movement 

ability) was intimately connected with their music making, so we set out to increase our 

awareness of this connection, I decided that it would be helpfiil in this regard for the 

course to give them an opportunity to explore how minute and complex movements at the 

piano could be associated with broad and simple body movements. For instance, in the 

fifth class, students were given rhythmic patterns to which they were to create a short 

choreography. Creating this movement sequence was somewhat awkward for the 

students, but they did manage to individuaUy craft a simple body movement pattern. 

The awareness of general and specific movements that can be gained by piano 

students through exercises such as this may lead to significant discoveries that can 

potentially improve the quality of movements at the piano. A higher quality of hand 

movements can be conducive to a higher quality of performance. 

The ideas that a piano performer brings to the audience are, at least partially, 

manifested through the freedom of the movements at the keyboard. Freedom of 

movement wiU invariably allow more freedom of communication. 
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Emotions of the Interpreter and Emotions in the Composition 

It may be difficuh to speak of a musical performance without speaking of its 

emotional content. I observed that students initially had some kind of difficulty when 

expressing their emotions during the different activities, or perhaps they were not yet 

convinced that it was appropriate to do so. For mstance, during the fourth class, students 

were asked to express their emotional responses to musical excerpts they listened to. On 

several occasions I had to insist that I was only interested in their emotional response and 

not in other musical aspects they were apparently responding to, I feh I had to dig up the 

students' emotions. This difficulty was expressed through hmited and confined body 

movements, limited verbal expression, and a general timidity present at times. As the 

course developed, however, they seemed to be more at ease expressing themselves and, 

more importantly, expressing the emotional content of their music. 

One student in particular clearly demonstrated a process of freemg her emotions. 

During the sixth class (and several sessions thereafter), students were asked to write a 

story to their music. This student began her story with two main characters. One was a 

middle-aged man and the other was his five-year-old daughter. It seemed that there was a 

struggle placing these characters in context and expressing clearly their relation 

throughout the story. Two classes later, everything seemed to fall perfectly in place. The 

student later confessed (in a private conversation) that the story she was crafting was 

directly related to her relationship with her father (who had passed away at more or less 

the same age as the girl in the story). She realized that initially it was difficuh to express 
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her emotions, but gradually she was able to free them into the story and music and offer 

them to the group. 

Integrating Imagination and Interpretation 

One might think that, due to the fact that we are constantly imagining on a daily basis, 

it would be just as simple to use our imagination for interpretive purposes. From my 

observations, most students initially had difficulty using their imagination to create 

words, images, scenarios, stories, artworks, movements, and sounds without the aid of 

specific guidehnes. In the second class, for example, students were asked to move while 

they were imagining they were under the rain. At first, their movements reflected a 

wealth of images going through their minds, but gradually their absence of movements 

suggested that they had run out of ideas. This occurred within a two-minute time span (a 

considerably short amount of time when compared to the length of a piano recital). 

Students seemed to need a certain amount of "imagmative stimulants" in order to activate 

their imagination and keep them rutming. Music itself was a frequent and effective 

stimulant, as were other sounds (e.g., pre-recorded rain sounds). 

In addition, hstening to the imaginative ideas (expressed in words) that other students 

came up with seemed to spark more fluency in everyone. Consequently, interpretive 

choices were gradually more and more connected to meaningfiil and creative ideas. This 

was observed during the tenth class, when students had created a complete story for their 

piano pieces. The clarity of plot, characters, and scenarios was clearly reflected in the 

students' piano performances. This clarity may be a resuh of the continual stimulus 
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given to the students' unagination throughout the course, along with the determined 

persistence in having them coimect their imagmations to the their interpretive process. 

Mental Sounds and Actual Sounds 

As artists, we may be in continual search of expressing something that has enough 

significance to deserve to be communicated to an audience. If we assume that this is at 

least part of our mission as performers, then we must question seriously whether the 

notes we play actually serve our communicative purposes. Interestingly enough, I 

observed that students, even though eager to have an expressive and meaningfiil quahty 

in their performances in general, were not very focused on how the piece at hand would 

become meaningful. I believe that this lack of expressiveness was due to the fact that the 

sounds made by students early in the course were, for the most part, disconnected from 

their communicative purposes. For example, while students were concocting their 

stories, they had to continually clarify how a specific character or event was associated 

with the music. Students seemed initially to have a general idea of the story but were not 

very clear on the specifics. As the specifics of the story were addressed, the specifics of 

interpretive choices were estabhshed. That is, when students keyed into the idea of 

giving a purpose to every sound, their expressiveness was more powerfiil and convincing. 

Students were constantly reminded of the fact that, as musicians, we have no control 

over what an audience ultimately perceives from our performances however, it was 

observed how, the more significant and clearer our ideas of mterpretation of any given 

work were, the easier it would be for a potential audience to make sense of and/or more 

fully participate in the artistic experience. As performers, we are constantly building a 
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set of ideas we feel compeUed to communicate. The more clear and confident we are in 

expressing these ideas, the more likely they wiU transfer in some way to our spectators. 

Summary 

In general terms, the course met the goal of enhancing the students' artistry at the 

piano through the use of selected activities from the kinesthetic, theatrical, and visual 

arts. There were, however, various aspects that could be improved in the fiiture. Some 

students, for example, feh that there were too many activities in the Play-Doh" class (as 

expressed by students in the written evaluation presented in the Appendix A). They feh 

rushed and that, consequently, they didn't have enough time to complete some of the 

artworks to their satisfaction. 

It was also evident that some activities had a greater effect on some students than 

others. For example, one student expressed the value of activities involving acting while 

another expressed that the acting activities were less beneficial. Due to the short time 

aUotted to this pilot course and the relatively Uttle data collected, it may be necessary to 

teach this course to various groups before more conclusive data as to the true 

effectiveness of some of the activities can be presented. 

Some students also expressed their concern about the lack of clarity of some of the 

mstructions given. If some of the instructions were indeed not clear, it may be difficuh to 

clearly identify the resuhs of any given activity. Finally, there were a number of 

activities that were not executed at aU due to time hmitations. For this reason, various 

aspects of piano interpretation were not covered in this course. For instance, the external 

factors affecting mterpretation, the differences between great and average interpretations, 
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and the interpretation of a work within the boundaries of style and era of a composer are 

among the aspects that I would hope to address in fiiture courses. 

Overall, it would have been preferable to have more sessions per week in order to 

have sufficient time to develop each interpretive aspect to its fiiUest and give students 

more time to absorb some of the essential ideas. This pilot course has, I believe, 

succeeded in creating a special space and time (not usually available in the traditional 

piano lesson setting) in which students could gain considerable insight into various 

aspects of piano performance through new and un-conventional ways. 

Finally, the ideas and exercises explored throughout the pilot course may lead to 

various practical uses and ramifications for development. Selected activities, such as the 

storyteUing one, could be adapted for use in the conventional piano lesson setting. An 

activity Uke this does not require any special space and can be structured in a way that 

does not take up all of the lesson time. Teachers can define their own parameters of how 

they want then students to structure their stories. They may also want to determine 

differently how the stories created relate to the music at hand. The same could be said of 

other activities used that mvolved writing or visual art. Activities involving movement 

and drama may be more difficult to develop without an adequate space or group setting. 

Some of the movement and dramatic exercises could be considered for use at 

institutions where courses such as Eurhythmies or Alexander Technique are offered. 

These exercises could be integrated into the curriculum as a supplement to pre-existing 

ones. 
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Other possible ramifications for use include the development of seminars or 

workshops. By limiting to one or just a few activhies, it may be possible for attendants 

(e.g., teachers, performers, and students) to gain valuable insight into the nature and 

effectiveness of some of these un-conventional activities. 

The activities of this pilot course are a means to an end. Their existence is only 

justified by their effectiveness to enhance artistry at the piano. The resuhs obtained 

suggest that there exists a richness in interdisciplinarity that has yet to be discovered. I 

see this project as the tip of an iceberg that wiU hopefiilly motivate both students and 

performers to explore other ways in which our artistry can be taken into new directions. 
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APPENDIX A 

STUDENT EVALUATIONS 

1 Many of our activities come from the realm of theatre, art, storytelling, etc. Did 
you find them awkward, boring, stimulating, challenging, other? Explain. 

Student No. 1: "The activities challenged and engaged me musically, emotionally as well 
as mteUectually. They were weU planned and coordinated." 

Student No. 2: "I thought the activities were great! Most of them flowed very weU. The 
play dough was a bh different. I didn't quite relate to the acting out a 
scenario activity, I liked h but it didn't click w/ me. Listening to the 
music and describing a scene was great!" 

Student No. 3: "Only the movement ones were awkward, but h was a good kind of 
awkward, because it was stimulating after you got past the awkwardness. 
All of them were definitely challenging because they forced me to think 
in a way that was unconventional. Never ever boring." 

Student No. 4: "ChaUenging because h required me to ask things of myself that I hadn't 
asked before and to thmk in new ways about how to interpret. 
Stimulating because I feel I now have an exching new way to approach 
my pieces." 

Student No. 5: "They are chahenging to me. Although I did image some stories or 
pictures when I'm performmg, I stiU found some mterestmg things 
there—two people dance different rhythms (different music), using clay 
and fire-sticks to create pictures, closing eyes and image what we wiU do 
in the rainy day, and etc, I got some inspiration." 

Student No. 6: "I found ah of the activities both stimulatmg and challenging. I certainly 
appreciate the other forms of art and the chaUenge that each one has," 

2. Which of the activities do you feel benefited you the most? The least? 

Student No 1: "The final storytelling activity that we coordinated with our selected 
music. It held me responsible for my interpretation," 

Student No. 2: "Makmg up a story about our piece. This really made me think about 
what I want to say with my music. The acting activity (least)." 
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Student No. 3: "The story-telling from our individual pieces helped the most & h 
probably would've helped even more if I stiU wasn't learnmg my piece at 
the same time. Another very stimulating one was one of the first ones we 
did with theatre and imagination even though it was awkward. I really 
thought the play dough was the hardest for me and probably the least 
helpfiil, maybe because we went too fast, or there were too many 
restrictions." 

Student No. 4: "Writing a story for my piece. All of the activhies were beneficial and 
effective. The activity with the picture/story probably had the least 
amount of impact." 

Student No. 5: "(1) I think "closing eyes and acting what I will do in the rainy moment" 
benefit me the most. (2) The least: two people stepping different music." 

Student No. 6: "I feel the storyteUing benefited me and the music. StoryteUing cleared 
my mind and aUowed and aUowed me to communicate meaning in every 
note of my piece. The storyteUmg also provided a clear way to find my 
personal interpretation of a piece. I feel I benefited the least from the art 
spectrum." 

3. Were you given enough time to successfiiUy accomphsh each activity? 

Student No. 1: "Yes, very fair." 

Student No. 2: "Sometimes I felt a bit rushed in the fhst few classes. I think h was b/c 
there was so many httle activities to accomplish in an hour. I thought the 
StoryteUing was good but I feh three weeks was too long to spend on this 
activity." 

Student No. 3: "No, not on everything. I'm a slow thinker and sometunes if I don't have 
time to dweU on things, my true colors don't come out. That's partly 
why the last story was most helpful to me, because I had lots of time to 
develop h." 

Student No. 4: "Most of the time. In some activhies there were too many examples for 
each person to get through. Plenty of time was left for each person's 
story." 

Student No. 5: "No. I missed 2 or 3 lessons." 

Student No. 6: "I was given plenty of time to complete each activity. However, the 
completion of settmg the music to a story took more time out of class," 
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4. Were there too many activities given in any given session? 

Student No. 1: "No, these activities worked fine." 

Student No. 2: "I thought the play dough activity had too many steps. Maybe one or two 
less music examples would have been better, I would have Uked to hear 
what people created." 

Student No. 3: "There were never too few; sometimes there were too many like the play 
dough and they seemed a littie rushed & affected my mterpretation," 

Sttident No, 4: "No." 

Student No. 5: "No, I think h's weU arranged," 

Student No. 6: "No, I feel that the amount of activities were sufficient enough in order to 
present the topic clearly. The projects started smaU and then became 
more complex," 

5. Did you feel the instructions given to each exercise were clear enough? 

Student No. 1: "For the most part yes, although maybe you could have typed these 
instructions out and passed them out—this could help classmates who's 
first language is not Enghsh." 

StiidentNo. 2:"Yes!" 

Student No. 3: "Not always. Sometime they were too rushed or I misunderstood 
something minor for some reason." 

Student No. 4: "Absolutely." 

StiidentNo. 5: "Yes." 

Student No. 6: "The instructions given were just clear enough to allow everyone to 
generate their own thoughts avoiding any kind of "mold" of how the 
exercises should be." 
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6. Did the course meet your expectations? Explain. 

Student No. 1: "Beyond my expectations. The course allowed me to engage my music 
whh a sense of spontaneity & liveliness. Wonderful all around!" 

Student No, 2: "I didn't know what to expect, I think I expected more movement." 

Student No. 3: "Yes, very much. It was more than I expected and h was very enjoyable. 
I learned a lot of apphcable techniques that I can use in my 
interpretations & learning in the future." 

Student No. 4: "I came into the course hoping for new insight in ways of interpreting 
music. Through the activities I have come away with just that." 

Student No. 5: "I think so. I like acting activities, and storytelhng activhies." 

Student No. 6: "The course met my expectations by opening my mind to new ways of 
communicating my thoughts into the piano with the exercises involving 
StoryteUing and theatre. The course also helped me find what 
interpretation can be and how different the audience's interpretation can 
be." 

7. Would you incorporate any aspect(s) of the course into your approach to 
interpretation in general? Explain. 

Student No. 1: "Yes! Even the idea of just sitting down & spending an hour to think 
critically about my interpretation makes so much sense," 

Student No. 2: "Yes! I have always thought that being able to see a story with a piece of 
music greatly enhances the music process. I liked the rhythm activity 
because h helps me physically feel and see what should happen." 

Student No. 3: "The story making and the theatre/hnagination are the two main 
techniques I can definitely see myself using again in the fiiture." 

Student No. 4: "Almost aU the aspects—from visual to listening to movement could be 
apphed to my approach to mterpretation. They wiU also be great as 
teaching tools," 

Student No. 5: "Definitely yes. Because those activities can help me more relax in 
performing art." 
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Student No 6: "Yes, the piece I worked on by Liszt helped incorporate my approach to 
interpretation. The storytelling was definitely most beneficial in 
allowing me to complete phrases and choose different colors based on 
the character of my story." 

8. Would you have preferred more mdividual exercises? Group exercises? 

Student No, 1: "More group exercises. When working with individuals (especially our 
last storytelling exercise) the rest of us had very little to do or say." 

Student No. 2: "I thought h was a good mix. However, I feel that even more group 
exercises would have aUowed us to accomplish even more in class," 

Student No. 3: "I think you had a good combination of the two." 

Student No. 4: "I thmk there was a good balance of each. More meeting class tunes 
would have aUowed for more expansion in both kinds of exercises which 
would be beneficial." 

Student No. 5: "I preferred group exercises. I think h's more fim." 

Student No. 6: "I feel like there was an equal amount of both, I also think that group 
exercises are less "nerve-racking" or "edgy" than individual exercises," 

9, Addhional Comments 

Student No, 1: "Wonderfiil job! Remember to always give us commentary on where we 
are gomg & how each activity can help us discover a better 
mterpretation—both before & and after each exercise. Bravo!" 

Student No. 2: "To discover the concept as a group in class would have allowed more 
time to sohdify the concept and then at the end of class taken h 
mdividuaUy to our pieces. I would have liked to have incorporated each 
concept at the end of class each day instead of at the beginning of class 
the next week. I forget things from week to week. I hke the start fresh 
each class period." 

Sttident No. 3: "Very fim & learned a lot!" 
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Student No. 4: "This class helped me to come out of my "shell" and be confident in my 
impressions and opinions regarding interpretation. There was a very 
encouraging and non-critical atmosphere in the class and I think that 
stimulated new and fresh ideas on each persons part. Thank you!" 

Student No, 5: No comments given. 

Student No, 6: "I learn that interpretation is important in piano performance. Playing all 
the notes "right" may be a solid performance, but if you play without 
meaning or communication, then the audience is only left to say good 
things about your technique while omitting the importance, of vitality, 
energy, and composure." 
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APPENDIX B 

DOCTORAL COMMITTEE OBSERVATIONS 

Dr. William Westney: 

- in general: impressively thought-through in terms of intentions (both general and 

specific to each class) and specific methodologies 

- h was effective to set out to improve skiUs/awareness by ISOLATING them and 

focusing on one thing at a time; to structure skiU building by systematic 

increments, stages; to develop responsiveness and fluency away from music 

BEFORE taking these abUhies into a musical context 

- it's an interesting idea that one can "work on" one's imagination - 1 think h 

worked 

- At times I felt that EZ offered too much analysis and explanation - for example, 

the "play-doh" session 

- Even though we discussed h before and after the fact, I am stiU strongly opposed 

to and disapproving of- on many levels - a strategy that was used in class #5. 

This involved setting up a technique, i.e. actions wiU be performed and the class 

has to guess the meaning of those actions, and then hoodwinking the class by 

performing movements that were actually random and devoid of meaning. The 

intention seemed to be to prove an intellectual point. But when a class is buih on 
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tiiist, and asking people to really work their imagination in new ways, they need 

to feel safe; and this was simply a manipulative and unfah trick. I think that some 

trust was lost on that day, and definitely recommend that any such technique be 

removed from the class in the fiiture. 

- as the class progressed, there was a better and better participation level. 

Responses had more originality, animation, confidence, and detaU - and there 

seemed to be less of a need to crack jokes about what was going on. 

- In general, the student's attempts were met with respect by EZ. He didn't judge or 

critique, but did do skUlfiil questioning to help them go deeper into these creative 

areas. This is aU to the good. 

- This was a successfiil and fascinating project which should definitely find hs way 

to becoming an official coUege course. 

Dr. Jonathan Marks: 

There was a remarkable change that set in very early; at the start the students were 

visibly tentative and embarrassed, and very soon they learned that there was no wrong 

answer, and so the inhibitions feU away. 

It is to your credit that you were able to remove these barriers so quickly. The sense 

of wiUing participation on the part of your students is extraordinary, especially in that 

some of the activities they are requhed to participate in may appear to be childish (e.g. 

the Play-Dough). "Childhke" may be a more acceptable word; as you know, in my 

discipline I encourage people to play, as you do; and h looks hke they are warming 

wonderfliUy to your encouragement. 
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It is becoming clear that you are slowly and deliberately working them back toward 

the keyboard, I'm impressed, though, whh how far away from h you've moved them, and 

they've been willmg to foUow. 

The 6th class ~ the part where they recounted stories whUe sitting at the piano -

struck me as odd; the stories that they told did not have the specificity and completeness 

of the earlier stories. Then again, I was not really sure what this part of the exercise was 

about, as the introduction was somewhat unintelligible, (Sound and picture quality 

unproved later in the course; they went from atrocious to passable) 

We did indeed move to the keyboard, but I was a bh disappointed that there was not 

a clear, final moment where the assertion was made, and a demonstration of proof was 

offered, that this approach increased the expressivity of the students. 

Dr. Michael Stoune: 

I have reviewed the recorded history of Eugenio Zapata's classes held during the fall of 

2003. 

The classes appeared to be logically developmental. Exercises progressed in such a way 

as to involve the students, and to overcome any reticence they may have had. Each 

student appeared to enter into the project whh interest and enthusiasm. 

As the sessions progressed, the students seemed to be more able to incorporate the 

concepts into their own participation. When the students discussed their own 

performance before playing, the effect of the training was very clear. 

The class ambience was very effective and seemed to be a basic part of the concept. 
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If anything seemed a bh weak, h was the session where Pla-Dough was used. Perhaps 

the medium was too difficuh to conttol, but the resuhs didn't seem very effective. 

Overall, the abUity of the stiidents to develop then expressive skills through comment, 

acting out, media was very effective. The apphcation to performance was very 

impressive. 

I thmk the development of these expressive exercises using a variety of media can be a 

very meanmgflil developmental tool for many students. 

Dr. Jason Sifford: 

This course represents an mteresting experiment - namely, the institutionahzation of 

unagination. It seems designed to guide students through various exercises of then 

imaginations in an effort to free and enhance their interpretive powers. The question to 

be asked, then, is what is to be gained from this exercise? 

In observing the first few classes, h is apparent that the students have no trouble at aU 

exercising their imagination. The verbal descriptions they give are fiiU of vivid detail and 

differ greatly from person to person. They also seem to enjoy the various exercises -

movement, sculpting, and writing. 

What is missmg, however, is a certain degree of eloquence. While the students' creations 

are interesting and imaginative, they are not particularly weU formed. The verbal 

descriptions contain a hmited vocabulary, the movements are awkward, and the 

sculptures lack a sense of refinement. This is addressed wonderfiiUy m the fifth class 
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when the students are asked to be aware of subtlety (when the servant makes eye contact 

with the authority figure.) Then, even though the next pantomime is abstract, the 

students are much better able to find and interpret subtieties of motion. This marks an 

important turning pomt in the class and addresses a serious problem in interpretation -

the idea of resolution. By resolution, I mean the clarity with which an interpretation is 

presented. As seen in the early classes, students have no trouble at all exercising then 

imagination, even though they often need a httle prompting. But, as we see during the 

story creation exercise towards the end of the semester, students have a very difficuh 

time communicating their interpretations. 

In the last few classes, students are asked to create stories to go along with pieces they are 

currently studying. Story creation didn't seem to be a problem, and the exercise (using 

pictures) in story creation was very well conceived and executed. However, students had 

a very difficuh time relatmg their story while playing. Of all the students on the tape, 

only Nick was able to teU his story while playing. This seems important to me. Having a 

story is only useful when h informs the preparation and performance of a work. The 

story has to affect two things - the interpretation and hs execution. Students tend to be 

fairly adept at the first but not at the second. 

From the mitial offering of this course, I thmk a number of observations can be made: 

1) Students are naturally imagmative and enjoy exercismg then unagination given 
the chance. 

2) By mtroducing students to different types of activities in different media, then 
imaginative and interpretive abihties can be enhanced. 
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3) Despite the vividness of the sttidents' unaginations, the product of then fantasy 
often lacks clarity. 

For these reasons, I consider the first presentation of the course to be a success. In the 

fiiture, I suspect the number and types of activities can be increased. A set of objectives 

may be helpfiil. The objective of the 5*̂  class involved the awareness of subtiety, and I 

suspect other similar objectives are possible. For example: 

Awareness of Pacing and Structure 
Awareness of Context (both internal and historical) 
Choice of Medium 
Quality of Execution 
Exphch vs Imphch Communication 

Then, once students have honed their skiUs, h would be helpful to train students to allow 

their imaginations and interpretive abihties to inform their practicing. In other words, 

how would a particular interpretive choice guide one's fingering, technique, tone, rubato, 

phrasing, articulation, and pacing? 
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